Abstract-Automated negotiation is an important applying field of agent theory and technology. For the current agent theoretical models have some troubles in explaining the agent's negotiation behaviors, this paper defines utility as costs and incomes coming from the transformation of the possible negotiation states. This lead to a semantic model fitting the agent's automated negotiation. Then, on the basis of the classical Belief-Desire-Intention model, a logic named BDI-U is completely proposed, which can explain the principles of the negotiating agent's reasoning process. Therefore, the model can support further design and development of negotiating agent. The work performs five steps: designing formal language, designing semantic model, explaining semantics, proposing and explaining system axioms, and the axioms' validity proof.
I. INTRODUCTION
With rapid and deep development of E-Commerce, EC oriented automated negotiation has become an important applying field of the agent theory and technology [1] [2] . So far, research on automated negotiation is mainly focused on negotiation strategy and protocol [3] [4] , but paid less attention to the study of negotiating agent, which is the main entity in the process of negotiation. Most research, such as literature [5] [6] , first assume the agent participating in the negotiation process already has certain ability to make negotiation reasoning, and then propose some negotiation strategy algorithms. But some pivotal theoretical problem for constructing negotiating agent is not very clear. For example, how does the agent, as a rational entity, integrate negotiation problem with its mental states (belief, desire and intention) to perform reasoning? What is the rule the agent use to perform reasoning? In order to answer these questions, we must propose a novel theoretical model for the negotiating agent.
So far, there are two directions in the research method on building agent's theoretical model, one is based on logic, and another is based on utility theory. The logical method means a reasonable behavior can be deducted by existing information. The utility theory, however, means a reasonable behavior must be an action which can maximize the expecting utility [7] . The logical method is the most primary way to develop an agent's theoretical model, and the representative model is the BDI model and others derived from it [8] [9] [10] . But negotiation, as an important part of agent's cooperation, has its particularity different behavior attributes. BDI and its subsequent theory model, however, have not given negotiation enough regard, so the current model can not satisfy the development of automated negotiation.
In the process of automated negotiation, rational agent must make decision continuously, and utility plays a very important role in this process [12] . In the negotiation research field, the classical negotiation models are mainly based on utility theory. In Nash negotiation model, for example, the current negotiation state point, the feasible solution region, and the negotiation result (that is agreement point) are all expressed by utility value [11] . As a result, we cannot ignore the existence of utility when a theoretical model is to be built, which can support agent's negotiation reasoning. There have been some works discussing the relation between agent's mental states and utility, but not dealing with negotiation application. Literature [12] and [13] , for example, proposed a kind of mental state model combined with utility, which can do some help for the work in this paper. However, since it only gave a description of the model, but be lack of the validity proof for the axiom derived from the model, so the model is not a complete logic system, and needs further work to perfect it.
We consider that one pivotal thing in the study of agent's negotiation reasoning mechanism is how to combine the agent's mental states with the utility. For in this way, we can integrate the agent's belief, desire and intention with negotiation model in decision theory. Concretely, we consider this kind of combination as follows: the negotiating agent produces negotiation desire on the basis of belief, and then produces negotiation intention on the basis of desire; on one hand, this process is based on logic, that means negotiating agent believe the negotiation desire can be realized, and has plan to do it; on the other hand, this process is based on utility too, that is to say, the produced negotiation intention is a desire which has the maximum utility in the all negotiation desires.
In order to validate this idea, this paper will completely propose a logic system BDI-U, which integrates logic with utility, and is fit for studying negotiation reasoning. This logic system can be regarded as a mathematical tool for supporting theoretical research in agent's negotiation reasoning. On the basis of the logic system, we explain the agent's reasoning principles in the process of negotiation, and design the reasoning rule according to the principle. The research result can also be used as a high level constraint language for describing and validating negotiating agent in the process of design and development of negotiating agent.
II. BDI-U LOGIC

A. Syntax
The semantics of BDI-U are based upon techniques that are by now standard in the modal and temporal logic communities. BDI-U contains the belief, desire, and intention modalities, and the usual apparatus of first-order logic.
BDI-U is essentially an expansion of first-order logic. We define its formal language by writing "L NA ".
(1)The alphabet of BDI-U thus contains the following symbols:
The classical connectives: " " (means "not"), " " (means "if… then…").
The universal quantifier: " ". The group membership operator: " ". The punctuation symbols: "(", ")", and ".". The symbols for formulae: , , , , … The modal connectives: "Bel"-the belief modality, "Des"-the desire modality, "Int"-the intention modality;
The symbols for Agents: i, j, k, i 1 3 … We assume that the remaining connectives of classical logic (i.e., " " means "and", " " means "or") have been defined as normal, in terms of " " and " ". ( )
Similarly, we assume that the existential quantifier, " ", has been defined as the dual of " ". 
B. Semantics model
The semantics model for BDI-U logic in this paper is based on a set of possible negotiation states. Here, we let W be the set. The concept of possible negotiation states is coming from the concept of possible world in Kripke semantics. The possible negotiation state represents and describes the observed negotiation states when a negotiation is going on. In this semantic model, the process of negotiation evolves continuously, transforms from one negotiation state to another. Diverse speech acts performed by the negotiating agent's and different negotiation environment affairs will make the process of negotiation evolves in different ways. Therefore, the process of negotiation probably has numbers of evolving directions from an arbitrary negotiation state.
In order to represent such a model, we use a branching structure, which is showed in figure 1 . It indicates the model of possible negotiation states is: Discrete; Bounded in the past (there is a "start of negotiation state"); Unbounded in the future (there is no "end of negotiation state"); Linear in the past (there is only one past history); Branching in the future (the course of future negotiation states is yet to be determined).
For example, in figure 1 , from the original negotiation state w 0 , the process of negotiation will probably evolve in w 1 of w 2 . The condition for the process evolves in w 1 is that event e 1 occurs or a speech act 1 is performed by the negotiating agent. When the negotiation process is at state w 1 , it will evolve in state w 3 or w 4 . If negotiation process evolves in state w' from w, then we refer to w' as accessible negotiation state of w. For example, in figure 1, w 1 and w 2 is w 0 's accessible negotiation state.
Figure1. Negotiation's branching structure of possible negotiation states
The state of an agent is defined by its beliefs, desires, and intentions. The semantics of beliefs, desires, and intentions are given using possible negotiation states. Thus an agent's beliefs in any given negotiation state are characterized by a set of states, those that are consistent with the agent's beliefs. An agent is then said to believe if is true in all these possible negotiation states. We refer to this set of "belief alternatives" as belief-accessible negotiation states. Similarly, an agent's desires in any given situation are characterized as a set of negotiation states, those that are compatible with the agent's desires. As might be expected, we refer to these as desire-accessible negotiation states. Finally, an agent's intentions in a given situation are characterized by a set of intention-accessible negotiation states, each of which represents a state of affairs compatible with the agent's intentions.
The semantics model of BDI-U logic can be formally defined as follows:
Definition 3 , , , , , , , ,
is a frame where:
(1)W is a set of possible negotiation states;
is the set of all negotiating agent's symbol; 
: U W W R is utility function, is a mapping from a Cartesian product of possible negotiation states set W to real number set. It is used for measuring the accessible utility between two possible negotiation states. It is reasonable. When the negotiation state transforms from one to another, the negotiating agent must perform corresponding decisions and speech acts, and will consume some resource for that. On the other hand it will receive some income from doing that. As a result, the utility function describes correctly the utility mental of negotiating agent, and makes the agent's outcome and income measurable during the evolving process of negotiation states. (7) is utility threshold, which is the minimum utility for negotiating agent making a decision. Nor mally, different agent has different , and one agent has different in different circumstances. 
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In rigorous sense, the function B, D, I proposed in definition 3 assigns corresponding accessibility relation to negotiating agent. For convenience, here we let B, D, I denote respectively belief accessibility relation, desire accessibility relation, intention accessibility relation. These three accessibility relations are required to satisfy several properties in order to make the negotiating agent logic system to be consistent with the classical modal logic system, we therefore have following definitions. Definition 10 the semantics of main modal formulae in the logic system is defined as follows:
( 1) , , ( is true, if and only if the proposition is true in all belief accessible negotiation states. This is the meaning expressed by definition (1) . Similarly, we can understand the semantics of desire formula and intention formula. At the same time, all definition involves utility u, and they all require that the u cannot be less than the corresponding threshold, which is the minimum utility standardization the agent can receive. Otherwise, the negotiating agent will not have the corresponding belief, desire and intention. More over, the u here are all defined by unified utility function U(w, w'), that is because the utility is essential a production of mental activity, and that the agent's mental activity is mainly expressed by belief, desire and intention. So the utility here should be the integrative result of the all mental activities. In decision theory, researchers study negotiation by setting utility function for decision maker. The effective of that method is consistent with ours. As a result, it is reasonable to define the negotiating agent's belief, desire and intention by using unified utility function.
III. PROPERTIES OF BDI-U
After introducing a new logic by means of its syntax and semantics, it is usual to illustrate the properties of the logic by means of a Hilbert-style axiom system. However, no complete axiomatization is currently known for the modal logics that underpins BDI-U. Completeness proofs for modal logics, even in the propositional case, are relatively few and far between [15] . For these reasons, I stay primarily at the semantic level, dealing with valid formulae, rather than attempt a traditional axiomatization. (1), simply observe that the semantics of the propositional connectives" " and " "are identical to classical logic. Similarly, for (2), which is simply modus ponens, then reasoning is identical to classical propositional or first-order logic.
Next, we turn to the belief operator, Bel. This is essentially a normal modal necessity connective, with semantics given via a serial, Euclidean, and transitive accessibility relation [15] . Thus the logic of Bel corresponds to the well-known normal modal system "weak-S5"or KD45.
Axiom 2 , , ( ,( )) ( ( , ) ( , )) M V w Bel i
Bel i Bel i The meaning of Axiom 2 is that if a negotiating agent believes , and believes , then the agent believes certainly, otherwise he is not supposed to believe . Axiom 3 , , The meaning of axiom 5 is that the negotiating agent knows that he doesn't know some facts.
Note that axiom 2 is usually known as the "K" axiom; axiom 3 is known as the "D" axiom; axiom 4 is known as the "4" axiom, and axiom 5 as the "5" axiom.
In the above discussion about the belief related axiom of negotiating agent, axiom 2 and 3 keep the classical pattern of belief axiom, but axiom 4 and 5 integrate the concept of utility. As discussed before, utility is an integrated mental result of belief, desire and intention. As a result, one utility value is not just focused on one mental state, but on a proposition (it can also be regarded as a negotiating affair which the negotiating agent is to deal with). And it will change when the proposition is different. In axiom 3, for example, negotiating agent i believes respectively proposition , and , and it will have three different utility u 1 , u 2 , u 3 for these three different proposition. For it is meaningless to present different utility in one axiom. As a result, there isn't unified utility expression in the axiom 2 and 3.
Let's begin to discuss axiom about negotiation desire and intention. According to the above assumption, the negotiation desire accessibility relation D and intention accessibility relation I is serial as a result, the Des and Int connectives have a logic that corresponds to the normal modal system KD. However, they are not normal modality operator. So, in BDI-U system, formula ( 1 and u 2 in axiom 6 and 7 is respectively belong to proposition and . The meaning of these two axioms is that if negotiating agent has negotiation desire or intention , and then will also be the agent's desire or intention. But this process is constrained by a condition, which is the corresponding utility cannot be less than the agent's utility threshold . The reason for setting this constraint is that desire and intention are not normal modality operator, and the axiom combined with utility effectively avoids side effect, which the normal modality has.
Similar to axiom 3, we have the following two axioms: The above two rules indicates that the runtime desire and intention data must be saved in the negotiating agent's belief base, which must be guaranteed when the agent's software architecture is designed. When a negotiation is over, according to the system hypothesis, negotiating agent will clean up the desire and intention data in the desire and intention base provisionally. But the data is not deleted completely from the agent's work memory, but transferred to the corresponding data structure of agent's belief base, in terms of rule NR3 and NR4.
In fact, it is important to save the departed desire and intention data for the system's run and maintenance. First, the saved data is meaningful for constructing the agent's explanation mechanism, which is necessary for the users to believe in the agents. At the same time, desire and intention data is important character data for building historical negotiation case, which is significant for adding reactive function to the system. For example, case based reasoning negotiation.
VI. CONCLUSION
For negotiation is a combination of logic and utility, the theoretical model supporting for the negotiation behavior of agent need to combine the utility concept with the agent's mental states. BDI-U logic combined with utility provides theoretical foundation for agent's negotiation behavior, and for the analysis, design, realization and other software engineering activity of automated negotiation system. The research result of this paper will be meaningful for the development of a practical automated negotiation system, and will be helpful for the research of interaction and communication mechanism for multi-agent negotiation.
So, the further researches under the logic frame will proceed in two directions. One is applying the decision principles and reasoning rules to design and develop the negotiating agent's software architecture. Another is applying the semantics model of BDI-U logic system to design multi-agent negotiation communication language.
